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The Power Of Fulcrum For Section 7702

Congress passed a federal spending bill last December that amended 
Section 7702 of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC). With this change, life 
insurance companies may face immediate operations and technology 
challenges to meet the new requirements, including an interest 
rate modification that impacts life insurance policies issued after 
January 1, 2021.1

Oliver Wyman’s Fulcrum can help insurance operations and technology 
leaders to manage the required changes and ensure policyholders 
stay compliant with this new provision. Fulcrum brings together our 
deep life insurance, actuarial, data transformation and processing 
expertise to manage 7702 required changes. The service can help 
your business review your portfolio of existing policy contracts with 
independent calculation replication and/or perform an ongoing 
compliance assessment review for both new and existing policies.

Given the rapid onset of these regulatory changes, this paper explains 
Section 7702 provisions; the compound effect to your operations, 
technology, business and policyholders; and suggests ways we can help.

1. The Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021 was passed by the U.S. Congress in December 2020, to help insurance 
companies respond to the economic impact of Covid-19 and a prolonged period of ultra-low interest rates.
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WHAT’S HAPPENING?

The Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021 amends interest rates that are used to define 
life insurance policies. The rate determines whether policies: can qualify as (1) insurance 
contracts (with beneficial tax treatment); (2) become life insurance modified endowment 
contracts — MECs (and lose some tax advantages); or (3) are no longer life insurance 
contracts, such as becoming investment vehicles (with no tax advantages). The changes to 
7702 will require insurers to rapidly make changes to how they administer certain products 
on an ongoing basis, as well as inform policyholders of tax status changes to their policies.

WHAT OPERATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY CHANGES 
ARE NEEDED?

Insurers’ administrative systems must now be equipped to handle variable rates, which were 
previously fixed or static. Actuarial calculation approaches that were originally pre-defined, 
pre-loaded, or hard-coded, may now require a more dynamic approach. The rates update to 
insurers’ systems and processes will have to be made quickly to meet the grace transition 
period of December 31, 2021.

Fulcrum ran validation of every 
policy (not samples), and the 
platform was capable of running 
the full history of ONE MILLION 
policies in less than an hour.
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Exhibit 1: Section 7702 impacts

Technology and operational impacts Tax status processing impact

• Updates to policy admin systems and processes 
to handle fixed and variable calculations

• More dynamic actuarial tables
• Illustration tools for distribution
• More automated processes (for example, 

premium ‘force out’ and return of the premium 
to customer)

• New customer communications for changes to 
policyholder tax status

• Policy contracts

Existing processes, which are not yet updated, 
may already be incorrectly processing tax 
status notifications and creating customer-
facing issues.

For example, processes which automatically 
“force out” or require policyholder confirmation 
prior to applying a MEC status. Tax status 
notifications to policy holders may not be 
triggering appropriately if the correct rates are 
not applied. This can have legal and penalty 
implications, and cause policyholders to have 
tax implications.

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

TIMELINE REQUIREMENTS

Exhibit 2: Technology and process changes must be made quickly

Life Insurance policies 
issued before 1984

are not subject to 7702 

Policies issued from 
1984 to 2020 are subject
to constant rates under 

Section 7702 

Policies issued in 2022 
onwards are subject to 

variable rates 

Policies issued in 2021 
are subject to a reduced 
constant rate (transition)

1984

2020

2021

2022

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

The amendment to Section 7702 impacts contracts sold on January 1, 2021 and after; there 
is a transition period for 2021 whereby the ‘accumulation test minimum’ rate is a fixed 
2 percent. Insurers must make changes to their systems and processes quickly, to handle 
both fixed and variable rates. See the interest rate modification in Exhibit 3. Thereafter, 
the rate is expected to be set annually.
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Significant operations and 
technology process changes 
may be required to meet the 
requirements of the rule change.
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Exhibit 3: Changes to Section 7702 calculation tests
Determine a life insurance policy versus investment vehicle

Section 7702/7702A 
calculation tests Description

Previous 
interest rate New variable rate

Cash value 
accumulation 
test (CVAT)

Ensures that cash value 
is limited relative to the 
death benefit

Fixed 4% rate Will now use a ‘accumulation 
test minimum rate,’ which is 
the lesser of 4% and a rate 
published by the IRS

Guideline level 
premium and 
corridor test (GPT)

Ensures that premiums 
paid are limited relative to 
the death benefit

Fixed 6% rate Will now use a ‘accumulation 
test minimum rate’ + 2%

7-pay test Ensures that premiums 
are not more than what 
is required to have the 
policy considered paid up

Fixed 4% rate Will now use a ‘accumulation 
test minimum rate,’ which is 
the lesser of 4% and a rate 
published by the IRS

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

THE IMPACT TO LIFE INSURERS AND POLICYHOLDERS
Section 7702 regulation requires life insurance contracts (issued from 1984 forward) to 
pass either the cash value accumulation test (CVAT) or the guideline level premium and 
corridor test (GPT); and Section 7702A contracts are required to pass the 7-pay test. 
If insurance contracts fail these calculation tests, policyholders will lose tax advantages 
and will be exposed to immediate tax(es) on gains and losses.

In this prolonged low interest rate environment, Section 7702’s provision and reduction in 
interest rates would allow policyholders to accumulate higher cash values and apply more 
premiums to their policy, while maintaining the status and tax advantages of a life insurance 
policy. As a result of the changes, life insurers will need to change processes and systems, 
as well as communications to policyholders.
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HOW FULCRUM CAN HELP INSURERS
Fulcrum is Oliver Wyman’s proprietary platform where strategy and execution meet. 
We designed the platform to provide the necessary tooling and intelligence to get your 
organization unstuck.

Fulcrum offers solutions across many areas of insurance including data management 
new product development, policy compliance, platform migrations, portfolio compression, 
hedging and analytics. Our set of proprietary tools combined with Oliver Wyman product 
and industry expertise allows clients to rapidly standardize policy system data, validate 
processing logic and policy values.

We can help your organization with Section 7702 compliance, both with implementation of 
the new changes as well as going forward. Our Section 7702 module reviews every policy and 
provides an independent calculation replication. This can be coupled with Oliver Wyman’s 
actuarial expertise to provide insurers with ongoing compliance assessment and review. 

We have already used Fulcrum with clients on Section 7702 and are ready to assist you on 
your journey. RESULTS: We worked with a client who needed an independent assessment 
of their policies. Our team used Fulcrum to perform a complete compliance assessment 
to verify the correct tax status for all of their policies. We identified issues (calculation, data 
and processing) within Section 7702 calculations that impacted their active policies. Our 
actuarial experts provided customized analysis to support remediation. We helped the insurer 
correctly tag life insurance policies and accurately inform policyholders when their tax status 
changed. The Section 7702 module also automatically generated tax status notifications 
to send to policyholders.
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Exhibit 4: The Fulcrum advantage for your business

FULL VALIDATION

Perform full validation of regulatory tax calculations to ensure appropriate classification 
of insurance policies: 

• Cash value accumulation test (CVAT)

• Guideline premium test (GPT)

• 7-pay test (MEC status)

STANDARDIZED DATA

Standardized data across all platforms and systems to enable further analytics capabilities

VERIFY SECTION 7702

Verify if Section 7702 rate calculations are being performed correctly based on
new guidelines

ACTUARIAL EXPERTISE

Leverage Oliver Wyman’s tax compliance and actuarial expertise to ensure a 
comprehensive review of all possible scenarios 

COMPLIANCE ASSESSMENT

Optional: Run a compliance assessment of the entire platform and new business testing 
(for example, processing logic and product mechanics)

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

A POWERFUL MODULE TO MEET SECTION 7702

Oliver Wyman can help implement an action plan across your business. Our Section 7702 
module helps you quickly handle both fixed and variable calculation rates — within your 
policy admin system.

Independent policy review
The module independently reviews every insurance policy for tax compliance tests (for 
example CVAT, GPT and 7-pay tests). It can help your organization accurately calculate the 
amended interest rates and confidently know you are meeting Section 7702 requirements. 
We have worked with insurers using multiple systems and reviewed large numbers 
of policies.
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Fulcrum is where strategy and 
execution meet. We can help 
your insurance company with the 
Section 7702 interest rate change — 
immediately and going forward.
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Transparent compliance system
Fulcrum helps insurers meet their legal obligations to monitor and inform policyholders 
on changes in tax status. With the Section 7702 changes, existing processes, which are 
not yet updated from January 1, 2021 forward, may already be incorrectly processing tax 
status notifications and creating customer-facing issues. For example, processes which 
automatically “force-out” or require policyholder confirmation prior to applying a MEC 
status. These tax notifications may not be triggering appropriately in insurers’ systems if the 
incorrect rates are applied. Fulcrum helps your organization prevent this, while accurately 
notifying customers of changes to their tax status.

Exhibit 5: The power of Fulcrum

Validated
policies

Configuration

Feedback loop Feedback loop

Transaction level output

Validation test
(PAS vs. Fulcum)

Machine learning
powered cluster

identification

Contract/
prospectus

review

PAS data
extract

Data quality
check

Product models

Populated
SDL

Standardized
data

Standardized
outputContract review Data load 

Configuration
and validation 

Policy
validation

Issue
identification

Review of policy 
contracts to 
identify and 
isolate all relevant 
product features 
that will need to 
be tested 

Data transfer, 
clean, and load 
into Fulcrum
to ensure data
is formatted
for engine 
consumption

Review process 
starts with
simple policies, 
then builds
those with more 
complex features
(e.g., change in
risk class)  

Run validation 
tests for 7702 
DEFRA (CVAT or 
GPT) and 7702A 
TAMRA (7-pay 
MEC) or any other 
validation metric

Diagnose and 
cluster policies 
where there are 
discrepancies in 
output between 
client and Fulcrum 
to ensure 
appropriate 
remediation steps 
can be identified

Share 
consolidated 
view of findings 
in a standard, 
comparable 
format 

End-to-end migration

Product Spider

Smart search
Issue details and

system feeds

Web-based
visualization

Balances and
validation

Documented
product logic

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
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GET STARTED WITH FULCRUM
We can help your insurance company and policyholders with the 
Section 7702 interest rate change — immediately and going forward. 
Whether your organization needs an independent policy review, 
customized analysis, policy rate validation or support with generating 
customer notifications — our Fulcrum solution, coupled with our 
regulatory and actuarial expertise, can get your organization 
started quickly. 

The time to start is now.
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